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Annual Release
Storage

1916-1950:
Plentiful Supply

1951-1978:
Drought I

1979-2002:
The Wet Years

2002-2022:
Drought II

Rio Grande Project Hydrologic History: Elephant Butte Reservoir, 1917 - 2022



• The oscillation of groundwater depletion relative to the surface water allotment continues as expected.
• The aquifer impacts of 2021 were not compounded in 2022 at many sites as much as expected, suggesting that adaptation is occurring.
• Stormwater capture continues to be a priority as opportunities present!



Release and Diversion in the Rio Grande Project, 1938-2021



Historical Run:
2006-2022*
Annual and Accrued
Index Departures

• The Orange line is the Accrued
annual debt—or how short we
were in delivering water to the
state line over the rolling
accounting period

• The Blue bars are the annual debt—
or how short we were in delivering
water at the state line in each
accounting year



EBID’s response was swift

• Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID) has
identified several infrastructure priorities that will
help it to cope with rapidly changing hydrologic and
institutional conditions.

• These infrastructure measures are intended to
make the most of a dwindling supply and provide
means for future Rio Grande Compact compliance
requirements without further impairing EBID’s
water supply.
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EBID’s focus



Rio Grande Project Area –
Drought Resiliency Team
• This group is a team of highly

qualified water professionals
who are working to identify
projects that may result in a
more sustainable and
resilient Lower Rio Grande
community.

• This group has prioritized
infrastructure as the
preferred mechanism for
managing groundwater
depletions, though other
mechanisms exist (including
importation of new water
supplies, fallowing farmland,
and priority administration
requiring wells to be turned
off)



RE-RECLAIMING
THE WEST!

We are not only planning for implementation of the
settlement from TX v. NM, we are planning for our long-
term future, much like our great-grandfathers originally did
over 100 years ago. This must be a community-wide effort
and should not fall on the farmers alone to see it succeed!
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